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 with Nivin Pauly, Sharan, Kajal Agarwal, Amala Paul. The movie deals with the troubles faced by a Hindu devotee in modern times. It also stars Rajinikant and Rajya Lakshmi. Sony Pictures Indi. SonyQ: Using Java annotation to create unique ID in a JPA entity This is a simple question and probably a duplicate, but I can't find it. I have a class Person which has an ID field, and I would like to
implement an annotation like @UniqueIdentifier to automatically increment the ID in the DB on each insert. I found this solution, but I don't know how to apply it to my code (Entity class): @GeneratedValue(strategy=GenerationType.IDENTITY) private int id; A: Just define the field as id. The annotation doesn't need to be there. Your annotation @UniqueIdentifier must be in the class level. If you
want to create an ID, you don't need the annotation. @Id Q: How to wait for async task to finish before running a second? I have an async task that returns a Task. I want to know how to wait for the async task to finish before running a second. The first task is updating a map, and the second is creating that same map. I want the second to wait until the first finishes. I need to be able to do that because
the second depends on the async task. This is how I'm creating the async task: async Task GetItemNameAndDescription(ItemID itemID) { System.Windows.Forms.NotifyIcon nicon = new System.Windows.Forms.NotifyIcon(); nicon.Visible = true; await Task.Run(() => { using (AvalonDock dock = new AvalonDock() { dock.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(0, 0), dock.Width = 8 82157476af
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